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Benefits of Local Cooperation in Sectorized
Cellular Networks Under a Complexity Constraint
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Abstract— The paper presents upper and lower bounds on the
per-sector degrees of freedom (DoF) of a sectorized hexagonal cel-
lular model when neighboring base stations (BSs) can cooperate
during at most Δ interaction rounds over rate-limited backhaul
links. The lower bound is based on practically implementable
beamforming and adapts the way BSs cooperate to the sectoriza-
tion of the cells. It improves over the naive approach that ignores
this sectorization in terms of the sum-rate, both at finite signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) and in the high-SNR limit. For moderate
SNR, the new scheme improves also over an opportunistic cooper-
ation strategy where each message is decoded based on the signals
received at the three adjacent sectors with the best SNR. The
upper bound is information-theoretic and holds for all possible
coding schemes, including for example interference alignment
with unlimited symbol extensions whose practical implementation
currently seems out of reach. Lower and upper bounds show
that the complexity constraint, imposed by limiting the number
of interaction rounds Δ, indeed limits the largest achievable
sum-rate and DoF. In particular, irrespective of the backhaul
capacity µ, the per-sector DoF cannot exceed a threshold which
depends on Δ.

Index Terms— Cellular networks, cooperative multipoint
(CoMP), degrees of freedom (DoF), genie-aided upper bound,
hexagonal network, sector clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper considers the uplink of a hexagonal cellular
network with mobile users and base stations (BSs) that

are equipped with multiple directional antennas, which allow
them to create intracell sectors whose communications do not
interfere. Inspired by current standards, each cell is divided
into three sectors, and each BS has the same number M of
antennas pointing at any of the cell’s sectors. This model
has received significant attention, e.g., in [2]–[4]. Here we
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follow the works in [5], [6], which entirely neglect interference
between sectors in the same cell. In real systems this will
not be the case, but since the interference is expected to
be close to noise level, we shall ignore it in the present
work. Our focus in this work will be on the sum-capacity
of the hexagonal sectorized network model in the high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) regime and the degrees of freedom (DoF)
per sector.

The DoF of any generic [7] non-cooperative interference
network with M -antenna receivers and sufficiently many
transmit antennas is M/2 [7], [8]. Achieving this DoF how-
ever requires interference alignment techniques that currently
cannot be implemented in practical systems. For the sector-
ized hexagonal model, a per-sector DoF of M/2 can also
be achieved with more practical coding techniques such as
one-shot interference alignment if the BSs can cooperate
over backhaul links [5] which allow them to successively
cancel part of the interference. On the negative side, the
successive interference cancellation scheme proposed in [5]
introduces arbitrarily long decoding delays, thus limiting
its practical implementations. To avoid such long delays,
in this paper we constrain the number of interaction rounds
between BSs.

Yet another architecture that achieves DoF M/2 over any
generic interference network is cloud radio-access networks
(C-RANs) where all BSs are connected to a central processor
over rate-limited fronthaul links [9]–[18]. In the downlink of a
C-RAN, the central processor distributes the various messages
or precoded signals over the fronthaul links to the different
BSs. In the uplink, the central processor decodes all messages
based on the compressed or (partially) decoded messages that
it receives from the BSs. Achievability of DoF M/2 for the
downlink C-RAN sectorized hexagonal model was proved
in [6] with only moderate fronthaul capacities and using simple
zero-forcing schemes and a smart assignment of the messages
to the different BSs. Similar schemes can be designed for the
uplink, for example based on the ideas in [19]. In C-RANs,
fronthaul capacity is the only factor that limits cooperation as
the central processor can convey any desired signal to the BSs.
In particular, in this architecture there is no locality constraint
in the sense that distributing correlated information to adjacent
transmitting BSs is as resource-costly as distributing it over far
away BSs. Such a model is tailored to the mentioned C-RAN
architecture with a central processor directly connected to all
the BSs. In this paper we are interested in a different scenario
that is modelled by an interference network with cooperation
links between neighbouring transmitters or receivers.
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Networks with transmitter or receiver cooperation have
first been considered in [20], and subsequently in many
other works such as [21]–[32]. In the context of cellular
systems, cooperation has mostly been used to create diversity
by relaying signals over alternate communication paths [21],
[22], to enable coordinated scheduling and power allocation
at the BSs [33], or to mitigate interference through cooper-
ative multipoint (CoMP) transmission or reception, which is
also known as distributed or network multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) [28], [30], [31], [33]–[39]. In particular, in CoMP
transmission, subsets of mobile users exchange (parts) of their
messages and then jointly design their transmit signals based
on this subset of messages, see e.g., [34]–[37]. In CoMP recep-
tion, subsets of receivers quantize and share their received
signals over the cooperation links to a dedicated receiver
that jointly decodes all the signals based on the obtained
quantization outputs, see e.g., [28], [30], [31], [38], [39].
This latter mechanism is also known as clustered decod-
ing [40] because clusters of messages are decoded jointly.
Clustered decoding is also closely related to multi-access
decoding [41] where all the messages are jointly decoded
based on all receive signals. This fully-cooperative model
can be considered as an extreme case of the C-RAN model
with fronthaul links of unlimited rates. The performance
of cellular networks with multi-access decoding has been
studied in [4], [42]–[44].

In this work, we consider cooperation between receiving
BSs and propose a new coding scheme based on the idea of
CoMP reception with clustered decoding. The main contribu-
tion of our scheme is the specific way we build the clusters.
One could be tempted to deactivate entire cells. We find a
way to decompose the network into separate clusters by only
deactivating the users in single sectors of certain cells but not
the entire cells. Hereby we satisfy a given complexity con-
straint on the backhaul cooperation that restricts the number
of interaction rounds, and as such the size of the clusters. The
imposed complexity constraint is not active for various small
networks, where few interaction rounds suffice, see e.g., [20],
[23]–[25]. However, for large networks it has been shown that
it can be beneficial if the number of interaction rounds grows
with the number of users [29].

The main interest of this paper is to understand the maxi-
mum sum-rate and DoF that are achievable on the uplink of a
sectorized hexagonal model when the backhaul cooperation
between BSs is limited in capacity and in the number of
interaction rounds. We provide upper and lower bounds on
the maximum DoF and a lower bound on the maximum sum-
rate. Our new lower bounds are based on the coding scheme
described above and show that DoF M/2 is achievable in
the sectorized hexagonal cellular model without interference
alignment and with only two BS-interaction rounds and a
backhaul DoF of M/6. Notice that a naive approach that
builds the clusters by deactivating entire cells would needM/3
backhaul DoF to achieve M/2 DoF in the transmission from
the mobile users to the BSs. Generally, our new clustering
approach improves over this naive approach in all SNR
ranges. At moderate and high SNRs our two-round cooperative
scheme also improves over the practical scheme where each

Fig. 1. Sectorized cellular model. Purple hexagonal regions depict the various
cells and the blue lines divide them into sectors. Each node (small circle)
depicts a sector with K mobile users that are each equipped with L transmit
antennas. Each cell is associated to a BS, which for each of the three sectors
has a set of M receive antennas directed to that sector.

message is decoded based on the three neighbouring sectors
that have strongest channel gains.

The presented upper bound on the maximum DoF is
information-theoretic and allows for any coding scheme.
In particular, it includes other cooperation strategies beyond
clustered decoding and interference alignment with unlimited
symbol extensions, which is currently not implementable
in practice. Since such interference alignment is commonly
known to improve over the simple beamforming tech-
niques applied in our coding scheme, the proposed upper
and lower bounds do not match in general. Nevertheless,
the information-theoretic upper bound still provides a bench-
mark for our practical scheme. The information-theoretic
upper bound further shows that, irrespectively of the capacities
of the backhaul links, the DoF is bounded away from M when
the maximum number of cooperation rounds Δ is finite.

To summarize, our main contributions in this paper are:
• We propose a new BS-cooperation scheme for the uplink

of a sectorized hexagonal network with M antennas in
each sector.

– Our scheme is based on simple CoMP reception and
no interference alignment.

– It achieves DoF M/2 with only two interaction
rounds between adjacent receivers. (For comparison,
notice that the scheme in [5] required an unlimited
number of rounds.)

– At moderate SNR our scheme improves over previ-
ous schemes used in practice.

• We prove a new information-theoretic upper bound on
the DoF of the uplink of a sectorized hexagonal network
with M antennas in each sector under a complexity
constraint on the number of allowed interaction rounds Δ.
The bound shows that for finite Δ the DoF is bounded
away from M even under unlimited backhaul capacity.
(This is obviously not the case for an unlimited number
of interaction rounds, where DoF M is achievable with
sufficiently large backhaul loads.)

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Network Model

Consider the uplink communication of a cellular network
consisting of N � 1 hexagonal cells as depicted in Figure 1.
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Each cell contains a BS equipped with 3M directional anten-
nas, where a third of these antennas covers each of the three
sectors of the cell. Usage of directional antennas, where side
lobe radiation patterns are negligible, implies that interference
between the three sectors in the same cell is negligible. This
leads to the interference graph in Figure 1, where each sector
is depicted by a node (small circle), and interfering sectors
in different cells are connected by solid black lines, whereas
noninterfering sectors in the same cell are not connected. In
each sector there are K mobile users, each equipped with L
antennas. As is often the case in practical systems, we assume
that

K · L ≥M, (1)

i.e., there are more transmit than receive antennas in each
sector. The uplink communication is modeled by the following
discrete-time input-output relation:

yu,t =
K∑

k=1

H(k)
u,ux

(k)
u,t +

∑
υ : sector υ

interferes sector u

K∑
k=1

H(k)
u,υx

(k)
υ,t + zu,t,

(2)

where
• u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N} denotes the index of a given cell-sector;
• x(k)

u,t denotes the L-dimensional time-t signal sent by the
k-th mobile user in sector u;

• yu,t denotes the M -dimensional time-t signal received at
the M BS receive antennas directing to sector u;

• zu,t denotes the M -dimensional independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) standard Gaussian noise vector
corrupting the time-t signal at the receive antennas in
sector u, which is independent of all other noise vectors;
and

• H(k)
u′,u denotes an M -by-L matrix that models the chan-

nel from the k-th mobile user in sector u to the
receive-antennas in sector u′.

Channel matrices are assumed to be constant during the entire
transmission and known to all transmitters and receivers.
We assume generic [7] channel coefficients, i.e., the entries of
the channel matrices are drawn randomly and independently
according to a continuous distribution. In our numerical simu-
lations, we will assume more specifically that they are drawn
according to independent Gaussian distributions.

B. Communication Model With Backhaul Cooperation

Fix a blocklength n, so the time index t takes value in
{1, . . . , n}. Consider the uplink communication over the cellu-
lar network described above where each of the K mobile users
in sector u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N} wishes to send an independent mes-
sage W (k)

u to the single BS in its cell. Here, W (k)
u is uniformly

distributed over {1, . . . , �2nR(k)
u �} with R(k)

u denoting its rate
of transmission. Communication takes place in two phases.
In the first phase, the k-th mobile user in sector u applies
an encoding function f (k)

u : {1, . . . , �2nR(k)
u �} → RL×n to its

message W (k)
u and sends the n resulting vectors

X(k)
u := (X(k)

u,1, . . . ,X
(k)
u,n) = f (k)

u (W (k)
u ) (3)

as its inputs over the network. Each encoding function f
(k)
u

has to be chosen so that the input vectors satisfy an average
input power constraint P :

1
n

n∑
t=1

‖X(k)
u,t‖2 ≤ P with probability 1. (4)

The subsequent second communication phase takes place after
each receiving BS j ∈ {1, . . . , N} has observed all outputs at
the antennas in each of the three sectors of the cell. The second
phase takes place over the backhaul links connecting adjacent
BSs, and it is assumed to be noise-free but rate-limited and
can be interactive. However, to limit complexity and latency
of the backhaul communications, we constrain the interaction
to at most Δ rounds, for a given positive integer Δ.

For each j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, let Yj denote all the wireless
signals observed at the 3M antennas of BS j:

Yj :=
{
(Yu,1, . . . ,Yu,n) : sector u is in cell j

}
, (5)

and let V
(d−1)
to j denote the 6 · (d − 1) cooperation messages

BS j has received from its 6 neighboring BSs during the first
d− 1 cooperation rounds:

V
(d−1)
to j :=

{
V

(d′)
i→j : BS i adjacent to BS j

and d′ = 1, . . . , d− 1
}
. (6)

In each cooperation round d ∈ {1, . . . ,Δ}, each
BS j ∈ {1, . . . , N} calculates the message V (d)

j→i that it sends
to a neighboring BS i as:

V
(d)
j→i = ψ

(d)
j→i

(
Yj,V

(d−1)
to j

)
, (7)

for some cooperation functions
{
ψ

(d)
j→i

}
on appropriate

domains. The cooperation functions have to be chosen such
that for each pair of neighbouring BSs i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the
total amount of information a BS j sends over the backhaul
link to BS i does not exceed rate μ > 0:

1
n

Δ∑
d=1

H
(
V

(d)
j→i

)
≤ μ, (8)

where H(·) denotes the entropy of a random variable [45].
In this paper, the backhaul load directly measures the num-
ber of bits sent over a given backhaul link connecting two
neighbouring BSs. Moreover, we impose a “hard” per-link
backhaul-load constraint. This differs significantly from the
“soft” average backhaul-load constraint as in [46] where
backhaul load refers to the number of messages available at
each transmitter or the number of antennas accessible at each
receiver, and where only the average load over all transmitters
or receivers is limited.

Once the BS-cooperation phase is terminated, each
BS j ∈ {1, . . . , N} proceeds to decode the 3K messages sent
by the mobiles in the three sectors of its cell:

Wj :={W (k)
u : sector u is in cell j and k = 1, . . . ,K}. (9)

To this end, it applies a decoding function hj on corresponding
domains to produce the message estimates

Ŵj := hj

(
Yj ,V

(Δ)
to j

)
. (10)
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An error occurs in the communication unless for each cell
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}:

Ŵj = Wj, (11)

or equivalently, unless for each sector u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N} and
user k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} in this sector:

Ŵ (k)
u = W (k)

u . (12)

C. Sum-Capacity and Degrees of Freedom

A 3KN -dimensional rate-tuple (R(1)
1 , . . . , R

(K)
3N ) is said

to be achievable if, for every � > 0 and sufficiently large
blocklength n, there exist encoding, cooperation, and decoding
functions {f (k)

u }, {ψ(d)
j,i }, and {hj}, such that

P

[
3N⋃
u=1

K⋃
k=1

{
Ŵ (k)

u 
= W (k)
u

}]
≤ �. (13)

The capacity region C (P, μ,Δ) is defined as the closure
of the set of all achievable rate-tuples, the sum capacity
CΣ(P, μ,Δ) is defined as

CΣ(P, μ,Δ) := sup
(R

(1)
1 ,...,R

(K)
3N )

∈C(P,μ,Δ)

∑
u∈{1,...,3N}

K∑
k=1

R(k)
u , (14)

and the average per-sector capacity C̄(P, μ,Δ) is defined as

C̄(P, μ,Δ) :=
CΣ(P, μ,Δ)

3N
. (15)

In the high-SNR regime, the quantity of interest is the
per-sector degrees of freedom (DoF), which is defined as:

DoF (μDoF,Δ)

:= lim
N→∞

lim
P→∞

C̄
(
P, μDoF · 1

2 log(1 + P ), Δ
)

1
2 log(1 + P )

. (16)

Notice that here the backhaul cooperation rate μ scales with
the power constraint P :

μ = μDoF · 1
2

log(1 + P ). (17)

Both the average per-sector sum capacity and the DoF of our
system depend on the values of the channel matrices. In this
manuscript we present bounds on the DoF that hold for all
generic channel matrices [7], i.e., for a set of channel matrices
that occur with probability 1 if the entries of the channel
matrices are drawn independently of each other according to
any continuous distribution. We also study lower bounds on
the sum capacity at finite SNR when the channel gains are
drawn according to Gaussian distributions.

III. UPLINK SCHEME WITH COOPERATIVE BSS

In our scheme, some of the mobile users are deactivated,
i.e., transmit no messages, and the other mobile users use
multi-antenna Gaussian codebooks to send their own mes-
sages. (To attain fairness among users, different versions with
different sets of deactivated mobile users can be time-shared

Fig. 2. Illustration of our uplink coding scheme with BS cooperation for
parameter γ = 2. Magenta BSs decode all the messages sent by mobile users
in the decoding regions defined by the green hexagons and then pass the
decoded messages to their intended receiving BSs.

or applied in different frequency bands.) Receiving BSs quan-
tize their output signals and send the resulting quantization
messages to specific BSs, which we call master BSs, where
each master BS jointly decodes the subset of messages corre-
sponding to the quantized output signals it receives. After this
decoding step, the master BSs send back the decoded messages
to the BSs to which the messages are actually intended. The
main novelty in our work is a strategy to deactivate users so as
to decompose the network into non-interfering clusters while
keeping more users active than in the naive approach.

The single parameter of the scheme is the positive integer
γ. As we will see, for a given parameter γ, cooperation takes
place during 2γ rounds, and thus one is allowed to choose any

γ ∈
{

1, . . . ,
⌊

Δ
2

⌋}
. (18)

For simplicity, we first consider the special case γ = 2. The
general case is treated later.

A. Special Case γ = 2

Choose a set of BSs in such a way that they build a regular
grid of corner points of equilateral triangles. The three corner
points of any given triangle should be 4 cell hops apart, and
there should be one cell that lies exactly 2 hops from each
of them. Such a choice is depicted in Figure 2. The cells of
the chosen BSs are coloured in magenta. We refer to cells
that are adjacent to master cells as layer-1 cells, and the cells
that are adjacent to layer-1 cells and are neither master cells
nor layer-1 cells as layer-2 cells. Notice that we chose the
master cells in such a way that every cell is either a master
cell, a layer-1 cell or a layer-2 cell.

We then silence some of the sectors in the layer-2 cells,
which we indicate in Figure 2 by omitting the nodes (small
circles) in the center of these sectors. Silencing these trans-
mitters eliminates some of the interference signals, and as
such decomposes the network into non-interfering clusters
(illustrated by green lines in Figure 2) around master BSs.

Encoding: Mobile users in the network that lie in sectors
without nodes (small circles) in Figure 2 remain silent and
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the cooperation messages sent in the scheme when
γ = 2.

do not transmit anything. All other mobile users transmit
their messages using an independent Gaussian codebook of
power P .

Cooperation Between BSs: Cooperation takes place over
2γ = 4 rounds. The message flow is illustrated in Figure 3
and explained in the following.

• Round 1: Each layer-2 BS applies an independent rate-
Rq (a parameter to be determined later) Gaussian vector
quantizer to the M -dimensional receive signal of each
of its sectors with active mobile users. It sends the
quantization message obtained for a given sector to one
of the adjacent layer-1 BSs that lie in the same cluster (in
the same hexagonal region in Figure 2). Different routing
options are possible for these messages, one possibility
is shown in Figure 3a.
Each layer-1 BS applies an independent rate-Rq Gaussian
vector quantizer to each of its three M -dimensional
receive signals, and it sends the 3 quantization messages
to the adjacent master cell.

• Round 2: The layer-1 BSs forward the Round-1 messages
they received from layer-2 BSs to their adjacent master
BSs (see Figure 3b).

• Rounds 3 and 4: Each master BS uses the quantiza-
tion messages received in Rounds 1 and 2 to recon-
struct quantized versions of the 27 M -dimensional
received signals observed in the sectors lying in the
same cluster as the master BS itself. Using these
27 quantized M -dimensional signals and its own 3
M -dimensional receive signals, each master BS jointly
decodes all the messages sent by the mobile users in the
30 active sectors of its cluster.
In Rounds 3 and 4, messages decoded at the master
BS but intended for layer-1 or layer-2 BSs are sent
over the backhaul links to the intended BSs. Specifically,
messages for layer-1 BSs are directly passed from the
master BSs to their intended BSs in Round 3. Messages
for layer-2 BSs are first passed to adjacent layer-1 BSs in
Round 3, and then to the intended layer-2 BSs in Round
4. Different routing options exist for the cooperation
messages intended for layer-2 BSs; one possibility is
shown in Figures 3c and 3d.

Decoding: Each master BS declares the messages that it has
produced during the decoding steps described at the beginning
of cooperation-round 3. Each layer-1 BS declares the messages
it has received during the cooperation round 3 and that were
intended for it. Each layer-2 BS declares the messages that it
has received during the cooperation round 4.

DoF Analysis: Choosing the quantization-rate as

Rq = M · 1
2

log(1 + P ), (19)

ensures that each received signal is essentially quantized at
the noise level and allows the master BS to achieve the same
DoF as if it directly had access to all the 30 receive signals in
its cluster. Each cluster contains 30 active sectors with 30 ·M
receive antennas and 30 KL transmit antennas, where recall
that KL ≥M . It is easily verified that when the channel coef-
ficients are chosen independently according to a continuous
distribution, with probability 1 the rank of the channel matrix
corresponding to the transmit and receive antennas in a single
cluster equals 30 M . By symmetry, each of the 30 transmitted
messages can thus have a rate corresponding to DoF M while
the error probability is guaranteed to vanish. Notice now that
for large networks (N → ∞) a fraction of 5

6 of the sectors
are active, and thus the scheme achieves an average per-sector
DoF of

DoFγ = M
5
6
, γ = 2. (20)

Different instances of the proposed scheme, each time with a
different set of master BSs and with different routing options,
can be time-shared to balance the backhaul load. The total
per-link backhaul load is then obtained by taking the average
of the per-link backhaul loads over the various instances.

We analyze the total backhaul DoF in a given cluster.
In Round 1, layer-2 BSs send 9 quantization messages in
total, each of M DoF, to layer-1 BSs, and layer-1 BSs send
in total 18 quantization messages, each of M DoF, to the
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the proposed cell partitioning. The subsets of 11 cells
associated to different master cells are shown in different colors and different
shadings. (Master cells are in pink color).

adjacent master BS. In Round 2, layer-1 BSs send in total
9 quantization messages, each of M DoF, to the adjacent
master BS. In Round 3, the master BS sends the decoded
messages pertaining to 27 sectors to the 6 adjacent layer-
1 BSs. The messages of 9 sectors are then further forwarded
to adjacent layer-2 BSs during Round 4. Since all messages
are assumed to be of equal rate and the total DoF of all the
decoded messages in a cluster is 30 M , the backhaul DoF of
Round 3 is 27 M (the same as in Round 1) and the backhaul
DoF of Round 4 is 9 M (the same as in Round 2). So in total
cooperation messages of DoF 72M are sent in each cluster.

To calculate this average backhaul DoF, notice that each
green hexagonal region is associated with a single master cell,
and that for N � 1 a cell partitioning can be obtained by
associating 11 neighboring cells to each of the master cells as
illustrated in Figure 4. (Note that the green hexagonal regions
in Figure 2 do not represent a valid cell partitioning because
some cells are associated with multiple master cells.) Including
the master cell, each subset of the cell partitioning thus
consists of 12 cells. Notice further that each cell is surrounded
by 6 neighbouring cells and has 6 outgoing backhaul links.
The average backhaul DoF per cooperation link is obtained by
dividing the total backhaul DoF occupied in a single hexagonal
region, i.e., 72M , by the total number of backhaul links
associated to a single subset of the cell partitioning, i.e., 6 ·12:

μDoF,γ =
72M
6 · 12

= M, γ = 2. (21)

B. General Case γ > 0

Choose the master cells so that they form a regular pattern
of equilateral triangles and the master cells corresponding to
the three corner points of such a triangle are 2γ cell-hops apart,
and there should be one cell that is γ hops apart from each
of them. (Notice that all valid choices can be obtained from
each other by translation.) For � = 1, . . . , γ, we call layer-�
cells, the cells that are at distance � from the closest master
cell. The distance between two cells here is defined as the
minimum number of cell-hops needed to get from one cell to
the other.

Encoding: All mobile users in some sectors of the layer-γ
cells are deactivated and do not transmit any message at all. All

other mobile users are active, and send their messages using
an independent Gaussian codebook of power P and same rate
R. To describe the mobile users that are deactivated, consider
the layer-γ cells that are adjacent to 3 layer-(γ − 1) cells.
These cells will be called the corner cells. For every second
of these corner cells, all the mobile users in all three sectors
are deactivated; for all other corner cells, all mobile users in
all three sectors are kept active. More specifically, for any two
corner cells that are closest to each other, for one of them all
users are deactivated and for the other one all users are active.
For all other layer-γ cells, all mobile users are deactivated
in the single sector that is closest to a corner cell with only
active users. So, among all the layer-γ cells surrounding a
master cell, 3 have only active users, 3 have only deactivated
users, and the remaining 6(γ−1) have two sectors with active
users and one sector with deactivated users.

Cooperation Between BSs: Cooperation takes place over 2γ
rounds.

• Rounds 1 to γ: Each BS that is not a master BS applies
a rate-Rq (a parameter to be determined later) Gaussian
vector quantizer to any of its M -dimensional receive
signals that correspond to a sector with active mobile
users. For � = 1, . . . , γ − 1, each layer-� BS sends
its 3 quantization messages to the closest master BS,
by means of multi-hop communication over � rounds.
Each layer-γ BS sends each of its produced quantization
messages to the master BS that is closest to the sector of
each of the quantized signals. This transmission is again
multi-hop over γ rounds.

• Rounds γ + 1, . . . , 2γ: Each master BS reconstructs
the M -dimensional quantized signals corresponding to
the quantization messages received in Rounds 1, . . . , γ.
It then jointly decodes the messages sent by the mobile
users in the sectors corresponding to these quantization
messages as well as the messages sent by the mobile
users in its own cell. Finally, during cooperation rounds
γ + 1, . . . , 2γ, it communicates each of the decoded
messages using multi-hop communication to its intended
BS.

Decoding: Each master BS directly declares the messages
guessed for its own cell before cooperation round γ + 1. The
other BSs declare the messages that the master BSs have
guessed for their cells and which they have learned during
cooperation rounds γ + 1, . . . , 2γ.

IV. ACHIEVABLE RATES AND BOUNDS ON THE DOF

A. High-SNR DoF Results

Based on the scheme in the preceding section and a new
information-theoretic converse (see Appendix B), we present
lower and upper bounds on the DoF of the sectorized hexag-
onal network with generic [7] channel coefficients.

Define μDoF,0 = 0 and DoF0 = M
3 , and for each γ ∈

{1, . . . , ⌊Δ
2

⌋}:

μDoF,γ := M
2γ − 1

3
(22)

DoFγ := M
(
1 − 1

3γ

)
. (23)
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Fig. 5. Lower bound in Theorem 1 for different values of Δ and M = 3,
as a function of μDoF.

Theorem 1 (Achievability): For generic channel coeffi-
cients, the DoF is lower bounded as

DoF (μDoF,Δ)

≥ upp conv hull
{(
μDoF,γ ,DoFγ

)
: γ = 0, . . . ,

⌊Δ
2

⌋}
. (24)

Proof: The claim follows by time-sharing the scheme pro-
posed in Section III for different values of γ. See Appendix A
for details.

Figure 5 illustrates this lower bound for different values
of Δ. Even with only two conferencing rounds, a DoF of
M/2 is achievable with our scheme using a backhaul DoF
of only μDoF = 0.5. Moreover, the DoF achieved by our
scheme saturates at DoF�Δ

2 � irrespective of the available
backhaul DoF. μDoF. As we will see from our converse result
in Theorem 2 ahead, μDoF the ideal DoF of M cannot be
approached even when μ→ ∞.

Finally, the convex hull in Theorem 1 is simply given by
the straight segments connecting the points (μDoF,0,DoF0),
(μDoF,1,DoF1), (μDoF,2,DoF2), . . ., (μDoF,�Δ

2 �,DoF�Δ
2 �), and

the half-line to the right of (μDoF,�Δ
2 �,DoF�Δ

2 �). This can be
proved analytically using the fact that while DoFγ is increasing
in γ, the ratio DoFγ

μDoF,γ
is decreasing in γ.

We compare the DoF in Theorem 1 to the DoF of the
following Naive Clustering Scheme:

• Naive Clustering Scheme is a naive variation of our
proposed scheme where for a given parameter γ, all layer-
γ cells are deactivated. The admissible values for the
parameter γ are thus γ = 1, . . . , �Δ

2 � + 1. (Notice that
the choice γ = 1 splits the networks into isolated cells
and the scheme does not exploit the cooperation links at
all.) Following similar steps as in the analysis of our new
scheme in Appendix A, it can be shown that for any fixed
γ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ⌊Δ

2

⌋
+ 1}, the naive scheme achieves the

backhaul-rate DoF pair:

μnaive,γ := M
(2γ − 1)(γ − 1)

3
(25)

DoFnaive,γ := M

(
1 − 3γ − 1

3γ2

)
. (26)

Fig. 6. Lower and upper bounds on the DoF as functions of μDoF for M = 3.
The figure on the left is for Δ = 4 and the figure on the right for Δ = 8.

The DoF achieved by this naive scheme (Scheme 2) is
thus equal to

DoFnaive = upp conv hull
{(
μnaive,γ ,DoFnaive,γ

)
:

γ = 1, 2, . . . ,
⌊Δ

2

⌋
+ 1

}
. (27)

Figure 6 compares the new lower bound in Theorem 1
with the lower bound (27). The figure also shows the
information-theoretic upper bound stated below. Notice that
the lower bounds on the DoF are based on practically imple-
mentable coding schemes. In particular, classical interference
alignment is not used, even though it is known to achieve
a DoF of M/2 over a generic network in the absence of BS
cooperation. In contrast, the information-theoretic upper bound
holds for any possible coding scheme, obviously including
interference alignment. It is thus natural that there is a gap
between the presented upper and lower bounds.

Theorem 2 (Converse): If M = KL, the DoF is upper
bounded as

DoF (μDoF,Δ) ≤ min
{
M

2
+

2
3
μDoF, M

(
1− 1

2(Δ + 1)

)}
.

(28)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Interestingly, even when the backhaul prelog μDoF → ∞,

the maximum DoF (μDoF,Δ) is bounded by M
(
1 − 1

2(Δ+1)

)
,

and thus the complexity constraint Δ is stringent. In fact,
if both Δ → ∞ and μDoF → ∞, then trivially a DoF of
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M is achievable, because all BSs can fully cooperate and the
setup reduces to a multi-access scenario.

We now consider the largest additive gap between the upper
and lower bounds of Theorems 1 and 2. Using simple algebraic
arguments, it can be shown that, for Δ = 1, 2 the largest
additive gap is attained at μ = 0; for Δ = 3, . . . it is attained
at μDoF = 3Δ

4(Δ+1) , which is the backhaul DoF where the two
terms in the minimization (28) coincide and the upper bound
becomes constant. As a consequence:

largest additive gap =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
M/6, Δ = 1, 2
M/3 −M/(2(Δ + 1)), Δ = 3
M/12 −M 3Δ+8

16(Δ+1) , Δ ≥ 4.
(29)

To determine the largest multiplicative gap, we notice that at
μDoF the gap is 3M/2 and that for all values μDoF ≥ μDoF,1 the
gap is less than 3M/2 because the upper bound is less than
M and the lower bound is at least 2M/3. A simple inspection
reveals that also in the regime μDoF ≤ μDoF,1 the multiplicative
gap cannot be larger than 3M/2. Therefore:

largest multiplicative gap = M
3
2
. (30)

B. Finite SNR Results

To describe the rates achieved by our scheme at finite SNR,
we denote by J the number of clusters in the system and for
each j = 1, 2, . . . , J by Hγ,j the submatrix of H including
all the sectors that belong to a given cluster j. Notice that for
most clusters, Hγ,j is of dimension 3γ(3γ− 1)× 3γ(3γ− 1);
only for clusters at the edge of the network can it be smaller.
For simplicity of exposition, we will only consider the full
clusters, which would be dominant in large networks.

Proposition 3: For any parameter γ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , �Δ/2� +
1}, the scheme in Section III achieves an average per-user rate
Rper-user = 1

NK (R(1)
1 + · · ·R(K)

3N ) equal to

Rper-user =
1
J

J∑
j=1

1
18γ2

· log
|PHγ,jH

T
γ,j + I + Σq,γ |

|I + Σq,γ | , (31)

where I denotes the identity matrix and Σq,γ a diagonal matrix
with diagonal entry 0 if the entry corresponds to the sector of
the master cell and entry

σ2
q,u =

P‖hu‖2 + 1

2
6

2γ−1 μ − 1
, (32)

if the diagonal entry corresponds to any other given sector u
of cluster j.

We numerically compare this rate to the rates of the naive
clustering scheme described in the previous section and to the
following two additional schemes:

• Wind-spinner clusters is a variation of our proposed
scheme, where no users are silenced and interference
from other clusters is treated as noise. The previously
silenced users now also apply power-P Gaussian code-
books and their messages are decoded by the master
cells of their clusters as explained before. Notice that the

Fig. 7. Wind-spinner clustering as proposed in [47]. Different clusters are
shown in different colors, master BSs are slightly shaded, and dashed lines
depict interference between clusters.

previously silenced users lie on the borders of different
clusters, and one can therefore freely choose with which
cluster to associate them. We here consider the regu-
lar “wind-spinner clusters” assignment described in our
patent [47] and depicted in Figure 7, where each cluster
is assigned the same number of “previously-deactivated”
users. The comparison with our proposed scheme will
suggest whether one should deactivate users at a certain
SNR or not.

• Opportunistic 3-BS clustering is inspired by current prac-
tical systems. The decoding depends on the realization of
the channel coefficients. With the help of its neighbors,
each BS identifies for each user in its cell the 3 adjacent
sectors that give the best joint decoding performance for
the corresponding message. It then collects the (quantized
versions of) these 3M output signals, and based on them
decodes the desired messages. Notice that this scheme
only involves one collaboration step and hence can be
implemented for any positive cooperation complexity
Δ ≥ 1.

Notice that these two additional schemes are not interesting
in the high-SNR regime, because the processed signals are
interfered by the signals from neighboring clusters. More
specifically, the wind-spinner clustering approach cannot get a
DoF larger than the scheme proposed in this paper, because the
signals of the additionally activated cells all suffer from out-
of-cluster interference. (The wind-spinner clustering scheme
moreover requires higher backhaul DoF than our new scheme
because more signals are quantized and sent to the master cell.)
Even worse, the practical opportunistic BS-selection scheme
typically does not achieve any positive DoF, because all signals
are interfered from other signals sent from mobiles in other
cells.

In our numerical comparison, we let the number of cells
N → ∞ to eliminate edge effects and average the rate over
5000 realizations of the channel matrices, where for each real-
ization all channel gains are drawn independently of each other
according to a Gaussian distribution. The direct channel gains
of intra-sector links are drawn with variance 1 and the cross
channel gains of inter-sector links are drawn with variance α,
where α models the path attenuation. The backhaul capacity
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the rates achieved by the different schemes in the finite SNR regime.

is assumed to grow with power P as μ = μDoF · 1
2 log(1+P ),

for a given backhaul DoF μDoF > 0. Figure 8 shows the
average rates of the different schemes as a function of the
power P in dB for different choices of the path loss factor
α ∈ {0.16, 0.5}, the backhaul DoF μDoF ∈ {0.5, 1, 2.5}, and
the maximum allowed cooperation complexity Δ ∈ {2, 4}.
When Δ = 4, for the scheme proposed in this paper and the
wind-spinner cluster scheme in [47] the choices γ = 1 or
γ = 2 are allowed. Notice that for a given quantization rate,
it is always beneficial to choose γ as large as possible because
it increases the benefit of cooperation. However, the larger γ,
the more backhaul capacity is required. For a fixed backhaul
capacity it can thus be beneficial to choose a smaller γ which
allows to increase the quantization rate and thus the quality of
the master BS’s observations. Our numerical results reveal that
for μDoF = 0.5 and α = 0.16 in both schemes it is optimal
to choose parameter γ = 1 at all considered power levels.
For a larger backhaul DoF, e.g., μDoF = 1, in the newly
proposed scheme the choice γ = 1 is optimal for powers
below 13 dB and in the wind-spinner scheme of [47] it is

optimal for powers below 10 dB. For larger powers the choice
γ = 2 performs better. For the naive scheme that silences
entire cells, parameters γ = 1, 2, 3 are possible when Δ = 4.
When α = 0.16 for both μDoF = 0.5 and μDoF = 1, it is
optimal to choose parameter γ = 2 at all power levels. For
α = 0.16 and μDoF = 2.5, large quantization rates are available
for all choices of γ, and as a consequence this parameter
should be chosen as large as possible in all schemes and at
almost all power levels (except for P = 0 or P = 1 dB).
Similar observations hold also under a strong interference
where α = 0.5.

Comparing Figures 8a–8c, we observe that when
α = 0.16 and Δ = 4, the opportunistic BS-selection
scheme outperforms the others at small power levels.
At higher power levels however the performance of the
opportunistic BS-selection scheme significantly degrades
compared to the other schemes. For large backhaul capacity,
the wind-spinner clustering scheme outperforms the others
at moderate powers. The scheme proposed in this paper
outperforms all other schemes for sufficiently large powers,
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irrespectively of the available backhaul capacity. From
Figure 8d we observe that under strong interference, α = 0.5,
the proposed scheme outperforms all other schemes at all
power levels even when backhaul capacity is moderate and
even when only two cooperation rounds are permitted.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper presents upper and lower bounds on the DoF
of the uplink of a sectorized cellular network with backhaul
cooperation between BSs. A main feature of this paper is
that this DoF is characterized as a function of the back-
haul rate and the maximum number of allowed cooperation
rounds. The presented results show that limiting the number
of cooperation rounds also limits the DoF achievable over
the network. In particular, by Theorem 2, if the number of
transmit antennas in a sector equals the number of its receive
antennas KL = M , then to get a per-sector DoF of M ,
an infinite number of cooperation rounds is required as the
number of cells in the network grows. If the number of
cooperation rounds does not grow with the number of the cells
but is bounded, then also the DoF is bounded away from M ,
even in the idealized case of unlimited backhaul cooperation
capacity.

The upper bound on the DoF is information-theoretic and
applies to any coding scheme. The lower bound is based on
a practically implementable scheme: the transmitting mobiles
either remain silent or use Gaussian point-to-point codes;
receiving BSs apply vector quantizers to their M -dimensional
receive signals and send the quantization messages over the
backhaul links to so called master BSs which decode a
cluster of messages based on its own receive signals and
the quantization signals it receives over the backhaul links.
No advanced tools such as interference alignment are required
in this scheme. The main novelty of the scheme is the proposed
choice of which mobiles remain silent and which transmit their
messages. In fact, this choice exploits the sectorization of the
network and is done in such a way that only few users remain
silent but the network still decomposes into non-interfering
clusters. The decomposition ensures that interference is not
propagated across clusters and therefore facilitates decoding
at the BSs.

The scheme is shown to attain not only an improved DoF,
but also improved average per-user rate in the finite SNR
regime.

It is straightforward to obtain the dual results for the
downlink. A discussion on uplink and downlink dualities for
networks with cooperation is included e.g., in [32]. To this
end, BSs should first send messages to their closest master
cells, which then jointly encodes all its available messages,
i.e., it pre-calculates the transmit signals at the close-by BSs.
These transmit signals are quantized and distributed over the
backhaul links to their respective BSs, which in turn send
these quantized signals over the network. Mobile users apply
simple point-to-point reception techniques. This however does
not limit their achievable DoF if the master cell has well
encoded the messages, i.e., has chosen a good precoding
matrix.

APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF THE UPLINK SCHEME

WITH COOPERATIVE BSS

In the first subsection, we analyze the achievable DoF
and required backhaul DoF of the proposed uplink scheme
in Section III. In the second subsection we analyze the
scheme’s achievable rates and required cooperation rates at
finite SNR.

A. High-SNR Analysis

Consider the scheme in Section III. As before, the quanti-
zation rate Rq is chosen as in (19). This choice allows us to
achieve the same DoF as if the master BSs directly had access
to all the receive signals for which they receive quantization
information. Each BS in the first γ − 1 layers sends three
quantization messages (one for each sector) to the master cell;
three of the BSs in layer γ send no quantization information at
all; and the remaining BSs in layer γ send a single quantization
message. Since each layer � = 1, 2, . . . contains 6� cells, each
master BS receives in total

3 ·
γ−1∑
�=1

6�+(6γ − 3)=9γ(γ − 1)+6γ−3 = 3(3γ2−γ − 1)

(33)

quantization messages. Each such quantization message
describes an M -dimensional receive signal. With these quan-
tization messages and the 3 M -dimensional receive signals
observed in its own cell, a master BS decodes the messages
of 3γ(3γ−1)K mobile users (the 3K mobile users in its own
cell and the 3(3γ2 − γ− 1)K mobile users in the other active
sectors of the cluster). Since each mobile user is equipped
with L transmit antennas and LK ≥M , and since the master
cell applies joint decoding like a MIMO multi-access receiver,
the mobile users can reliably transmit their messages at a
sum-DoF equal to M · 3γ(3γ − 1).

To calculate the average per-sector DoF over the entire
network, we describe a cell partitioning that associates each
cell to a unique master cell, and that associates the same
number of cells to each master cell. The average per-user DoF
is then obtained by dividing the DoF achieved at a given master
cell, i.e., M ·3γ(3γ−1), by the total number of sectors that are
contained in a single subset of the proposed cell partitioning.
For N � 1 the desired cell partitioning can be obtained by
associating to each master BS a set of sectors that includes all
its layer-1, . . . , γ − 1 cells and the layer-γ cells that lie on its
north-east, east, and south-east, excluding the corner cells in
the north and the south. (Recall Figure 4.)

Each subset of the described cell partitioning thus includes
a master cell, all its layer-1, 2, . . . , γ − 1 cells, and half of its
layer-γ cells minus one. Its total number of cells is thus:

1 +
γ−1∑
�=1

6�+ (3γ − 1) = 3γ2, (34)

and it includes 3 · 3γ2 sectors. We conclude that the proposed
scheme achieves an average per-sector DoF of

DoFγ =
M · 3γ(3γ − 1)

3 · 3γ2
=M

3γ − 1
3γ

, γ ∈
{
1, . . . ,

⌊
Δ
2

⌋}
.

(35)
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We next analyze the backhaul load that is associated with
a single master cell. During Rounds 1, . . . , γ, a master BS
receives a quantization message of DoF M for each of the
sectors that have active users and that are closer to this
master BS than to any other master BS. Since the quantization
message for a sector in layer-� is communicated over �
backhaul links, the total backhaul DoF on these rounds is

3M
γ−1∑
�=1

6� · �+M(6γ − 3)γ = 3Mγ2(2γ − 1). (36)

Because all messages are assumed to have the same rate,
during Rounds γ + 1, . . . , 2γ a set of decoded messages
corresponding to DoF M is communicated from the master
BS to the BSs for each quantization message that has been
sent during Rounds 1, . . . , γ. Therefore, the total backhaul load
during Rounds 1, . . . γ coincides with the total backhaul load
during Rounds γ+1, . . . , 2γ, and the total backhaul load over
all rounds is

6Mγ2(2γ − 1). (37)

To balance the backhaul load and to achieve fairness among
the rates achieved by the various mobile users, instances of the
presented scheme are time-shared, where in different instances
different cells play the role of the master cells and different
routing options are used for the cooperation messages. Under
such a time-sharing framework, the average backhaul DoF
is the limiting quantity. Consider again the cell partitioning
proposed above to calculate the DoF. The average backhaul
DoF is obtained by dividing (37) by the number of outgoing
(or incoming) backhaul links pertaining to a single subset of
the cell partitioning, which by (34) is 6 · 3γ2:

μDoF,γ =
2 · 3Mγ2(2γ − 1)

6 · 3γ2
= M

2γ − 1
3

,

γ ∈
{

1, . . . ,
⌊

Δ
2

⌋}
. (38)

B. Finite SNR Analysis

We now analyze the scheme of Section III at finite SNR,
where for simplicity we restrict to single transmit and receive
antennas, M = L = 1, and to a single user per sector, K = 1.
For a given parameter γ, we choose the quantization rate as

Rq :=
3

2γ − 1
μ. (39)

By similar arguments to (38), this choice ensures that the
backhaul rate-limitation (8) is satisfied. We assume that the
BSs adjust their quantizers to the channel realization. Then,
if hu denotes the channel vector from all the users to the single
receive antenna in sector u, the rate chosen above implies that
the quantized signal in this sector u has a quantization noise
variance of:

σ2
q,u =

P‖hu‖2 + 1
22Rq − 1

=
P‖hu‖2 + 1

2
6

2γ−1 μ − 1
. (40)

Recall that the quantization noises are independent across
antennas. Hence the 3γ(3γ − 1) × 3γ(3γ − 1) (quantization

and thermal) noise covariance matrix Kn for the decoding at
a given master BS is given by:

Kn := Σq,γ + I, (41)

where I denotes the identity matrix and Σq,γ the diagonal
matrix with 0 in the diagonal entry corresponding to the
sectors of the master cells and σ2

q,u in the diagonal entry
corresponding to any other given sector u of the cluster.
By standard multi-access results, the maximum achievable
sum-rate in a cluster is then equal to

Rsum =
1
2
· log

|PHγHT
γ + Kn|

|Kn| . (42)

To calculate the average per-user achievable rate, we consider
again the cell-partitioning described as in Figure 4, where a set
of 3γ2 cells is associated with each master cell. The average
per-user (or per-sector) achievable rate is then obtained by
dividing (42) by 3 · 3γ2.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The proof idea of our upper bounds is similar to [29,
Lemma 1]. While [29, Lemma 1] is for Wyner’s linear
soft-handoff model, here we prove a similar result for the
hexagonal model. Technically, the main novelty is in iden-
tifying appropriate cell partitionings based on which the genie
information will be defined.

We assume that M = KL, and shall prove

DoF (μDoF,Δ) ≤M ·
(

1
2

+
2
3
μDoF

)
. (43)

The proof of the other upper bound uses a similar method and
is omitted. To prove (43), partition the cells of the network
alternately into red and white cells as depicted in Figure 9.
Then, define

Wred := {W (k)
u : u is in a red cell and k = 1, . . . ,K}

Xred := {X(k)
u : u is in a red cell and k = 1, . . . ,K}

Yred := {Yi : i is a red cell}
Ywhite := {Yi : i is a white cell}

Zred := {Zi : i is a red cell}
Zwhite := {Zi : i is a white cell}

as well as for each round d = 1, . . . ,Δ, the conferencing
messages

V
(d)
white→red :=

{
V

(d)
i→j : i is a white cell, j is a red cell

}
,

(44)

and V
(d)
red→red, V

(d)
red→white, and V

(d)
white→white, which are defined

similarly.
To prove the converse, for each blocklength n fix encoding,

cooperation, and decoding functions {f (k)
u }, {ψ(d)

j,i }, and {hj}
so that for sufficiently large blocklength n the probability
of error does not exceed � > 0. We show in the following
that a super-receiver observing the three items listed in the
following can decode all transmitted messages {W (k)

u : u =
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Fig. 9. Cell partitioning used for the first converse bound.

1, . . . , 3N, k = 1, . . . ,K} correctly whenever the N BSs
decode them correctly in the original setup. The super-
receiver’s probability of error thus cannot be larger than the
original probability of error, which was upper-bounded by �.
The three items are:

1) all output signals in red cells, Yred;
2) all conferencing messages from white to red cells,

V1
white→red, . . . ,V

Δ
white→red; and

3) the genie-information

G := H̃white→whiteH̃
−1
white→redZred − Zwhite, (45)

where for each pair of colours c, c′ ∈ {red, white}
we denote by H̃c,c′ the channel matrix from mobile
users in cells of colour c to BSs in cells of colour c′.
In particular, we impose that the diagonal entries of the
matrix H̃white→red measure the channel coefficients from
mobile users in a sector of a white cell to the BS of
an adjacent interfering sector in a red cell. (It is easy
to check that H̃white→red is invertible with probability 1,
so the genie-information in (45) is well-defined.)

The super-receiver decodes the messages {W (k)
u } by means

of the following six decoding steps:

1) For each round d = 1, . . . ,Δ, it applies the appropriate
cooperation functions {ψ(d)

j,i } to the red output signals
Yred and the previous rounds’ conferencing messages
{V

(d′)
white→red}d−1

d′=1 and {V
(d′)
red→red}d−1

d′=1. This allows the
super-receiver to compute the conferencing messages of
the current round V

(d)
red→red. (Notice that knowledge of

output signals in white cells or conferencing messages
sent to white cells are not required for this computation.)

2) It applies the appropriate decoding functions
{hj : j is a red cell} to the output signals Yred and
the conferencing messages {V

(d)
red→red}Δ

d=1 to decode
messages Wred.

3) It applies the encoding functions {f (k)
u } to the previ-

ously decoded messages Wred to construct input signals
Xred.

4) With the input and output signals sent and received in
red cells, Xred and Yred, it reconstructs the output signals

received at the BSs in the white cells by forming:

Ywhite = H̃white→whiteH̃
−1
white→red(Yred − H̃red→redXred)

+ H̃red→whiteXred − G. (46)

5) For each round d = 1, . . . ,Δ, it applies the appro-
priate cooperation functions {ψ(d)

j,i } to the white
and red output signals Ywhite and Yred and to
the observed and previously calculated conferenc-
ing messages {V

(d′)
white→red}d−1

d′=1 and {V
(d′)
red→white}d−1

d′=1,

{V
(d′)
red→red}d−1

d′=1, {V
(d′)
white→white}d−1

d′=1, to compute the con-
ferencing messages of the current round V

(d)
red→white and

V
(d)
white→white.

6) It applies the appropriate decoding functions
{hj : j is a white cell} to the output signals Ywhite and
the calculated conferencing messages {V

(d)
red→white}Δ

d=1

and {V
(d)
white→white}Δ

d=1 so as to decode messages Wwhite.

The above arguments imply that any 3NK-tuple
(R(1)

1 , . . . , R
(K)
3N ) that is achievable over the original

network from mobile users to BSs is also achievable over
the network from mobile users to the super-receiver. So,
by Fano’s inequality:

3N∑
u=1

K∑
k=1

R(k)
u − �

≤ 1
n
I
(
W

(1)
1 , . . . ,W

(K)
3N ; Yred,V

1
white→red, . . . ,V

Δ
white→red,G

)
=

1
n
I
(
W

(1)
1 , . . . ,W

(K)
3N ; Yred

)
+

1
n
I
(
W

(1)
1 , . . . ,W

(K)
3N ; V1

white→red . . . ,V
Δ
white→red|G,Yred

)
+

1
n
I
(
W

(1)
1 , . . . ,W

(K)
3N ; G

∣∣Yred
)
, (47)

where � tends to zero as n → ∞. We notice that the first
summand in (47) has DoF at most 3 M |Ired|, where Ired :=
{i : cell i is red}; the second summand in (47) has DoF at
most 4|Iwhite| · μDoF, where Iwhite := {i : cell i is white}; and
the third summand in (47) has zero DoF because, for any N :

I(W (1)
1 , . . . ,W

(K)
3N ; G|Yred) ≤ h(G) − h(G|Zred) (48)

= h(G) − h(Zwhite), (49)

which is finite and does not grow with power P , irrespectively
of the chosen encoding, cooperation, and decoding functions.
Dividing (47) by 1/2 log(1+P ) and taking the limit P → ∞,
we obtain the following bound on the DoF:

3 N · DoF ≤ 3 M |Ired| + 4|Iwhite| · μDoF. (50)

Dividing the above by 3 N and letting N → ∞ establishes
the desired bound after noticing that

lim
N→∞

|Ired|
N

= lim
N→∞

|Iwhite|
N

= 1/2. (51)
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